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**TimeSpace: After *Here* by Richard McGuire**
30 January to 11 September 2016

In his graphic novel *Here* the American illustrator Richard McGuire disbands the unity of time, space and action with a formal stroke of genius: in the ever-same *here* of an ordinary living room corner he introduces temporal insertions into each respective *now*, allowing fragments of the past to intrude and fragments of the future to flicker, and thus unfolding entire human lives as if in fast motion.

The exhibition *TimeSpace* will bring McGuire’s room to life as a walk-in, act-in stage space. Visitors will be invited to move through the life-size setting and thus to become protagonists of the story themselves. *TimeSpace* will moreover pick up on the dissolution of the time-space continuum and inquire into what images, objects and science can tell us about the meaning of time for our lives.

Curator: David Beikirch

*From Richard McGuire's, Here, 2014*
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TimeSpace. After "Here" by Richard McGuire
30 January to 11 September 2016

Director
Matthias Wagner K

Curator
David Beikirch

Location
Museum Angewandte Kunst
Schaumainkai 17
60594 Frankfurt am Main

Information
T +49 69 212 31286
F +49 69 212 30703
www.museumangewandtekunst.de

Opening hours
Tue, Thu–Sun 10 am – 6 pm, Wed 10 am – 8 pm

Admission
9 EUR, reduced 4.50 EUR

Press contact
Dorothee Maas and Julia Quedzuweit
T +49 69 212 32828 or 73243
F +49 69 212 30703
presse.angewandte-kunst@stadt-frankfurt.de
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